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Adobe Acrobat XI Pro 11.0.27 Patch mac.rarPictured: Four Cyclists and one man who narrowly escaped The horrific crash in
Sellafield caught on camera and raised some serious questions for UK Nuclear Industry A race of epic proportions is on in
Britain today as some 270,000 pedestrians, cyclists and motorists embark on the East Lancashire Road Cycle Classic. But a

terrible crash involving several riders, including a grandmother and two cyclists who were trapped beneath the stricken bike, has
raised some serious questions for the UK nuclear industry, which has repeatedly been found to be lax in reporting serious

incidents. This footage captures the moment the riders are hurled into the air, after the driver of a fast-moving BMW, with two
passengers on board, appears to lose control and ploughs into them. The horrific smash happened on the junction of the A59

and the A580 East Lancashire Road, near Sellafield, in the north-west of England, on Thursday afternoon. The driver, a woman
in her mid-30s, can be seen trying to come to a stop before driving back over the three other bikes, which lie on the road, along
with one of the two passengers, a man aged in his mid-20s. Twitter user @Pongo55, which has more than 700,000 followers,

uploaded the footage to the social media website showing the whole incident. Twitter user @Pongo55 uploads a video clip
showing the crash in which he shared it on @UKGovernment as 'GOTJT CAPTURE THIS', on Thursday. The footage shows an
Audi car spinning out of control, after which the driver is seen swerving to avoid the three on-coming cyclists. The driver then
appears to swerve back to hit the group again as one of the riders tries to brake. The impact sends the riders rolling into the air.
One of the riders can be heard saying: “I’ve just been run over by a car.” After the impact the next moment the riders are seen
lying on the road, one on top of the other. The driver of the car can be seen pulling over and getting out to try to check on the
injured cyclists. “Two men are trapped under bikes,” a motorcyclist behind the crashed car shouts. “I think one of them has

died, 3e33713323
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